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Monday, June 20 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED ON THE EAGLE OF LIGHT BUS DURING THE
TRIP FROM THE MARIAN CENTER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT AND THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS 

Children,

All that the planet needs the most is Peace, for which you clamor everyday to wait for My arrival.
But to receive this true and celestial Peace, it is necessary to open yourself to it, to ask for it to come
closer to your lives, and also to create the conditions so that it manifests itself.

Many feel today trying to remove the sand of a desert, when they work to end the chaos and the evil
of this world. They feel alone facing the planetary situation, that is the consequence of a millenary
degeneration, and it is as if everything they did were little.

Children, We always thank you when we arrive on the Earth because you are like children facing
reality: you do not see and neither know what happens in the world - spiritually and physically - and
neither know what happens when you pray with the heart, opening the doors so that the Messengers
of God may arrive over here.

As well as you only know a small parcel of the planetary reality and of such chaos in which the
planet lives, you also know only a small parcel of what We make with the love and the opening of
your hearts.

What matters the most in these times is the spiritual rescue of the life on Earth; it is the rescue of the
consciousness of the Kingdoms of the Nature, of souls and spirits of all beings; the rescue of the
consciousnesses of the nations, of its angels, of its guardians and of all the invisible life which
sustains them. Because matter is part of an illusion, of a time and a space that are out of reality,
isolated from the Divine Creation as a whole.

What I am trying to tell you today it is that you do not be dependent on the material results of the
divine Works, because the development of faith and the transformation of the consciousnesses are
the biggest testimony of the veracity of this Work.

You will not be able to prevent humanity from killing animals, exploiting vegetables and minerals
and outraging its fellow beings, because chaos - in the plane of matter - has already been installed in
some consciousnesses and in some parts of the planet, which must live their purification as the only
way to stop these actions.

What you can do is to take care of the Kingdoms that surround you and pray for those who do not
have love, do not know peace and do not count on the contribution of the human consciousness in
their evolution.

What you can do is to give a reason to the Creator for Him to maintain the spiritual consciousness
of the Kingdoms of Nature on the planet, demonstrating to Him that you are willing to learn with
the Kingdoms and, with your own example, collaborate with their evolution.
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What you can do for humanity is to live, as members of the human heart, your own evolution, unite
yourselves with the Father and pray for those who do not find Him. Bring the Light of the Divine
Kingdom to those who, more than suffering in their bodies, are suffering in their souls, in their
spirits, and are having their essences erased by the actions of evil.

Children, there will be days in which your prayers will not be able to stop the events of the world,
but they will be able to save souls, to prevent essences to lose themselves, and just as it is in the
case of the Kingdoms of Nature, to prevent entire group-consciousnesses to lose themselves.

Do not try to end the chaos of the world trying to remove by yourselves the sand of the desert of
darkness. Pray and have faith. Serve and sow the principles of good. Know that is in the life of spirit
where you find Truth and it is there where the roots of evil must be cut, so that new seeds may
sprout, seeds that later will be planted on the ground of the Earth.

Develop faith, perseverance and the trust in God above all things.

I thank you today and always for being part of this Work of love.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


